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We consider a one- parametric finite- dimensional optimization 
problem P(t) whose describing functions are three times continu
ously differentiable and belong to the generic subset :F introduced 
by Jongen/Jonker/Twilt. We construct feasible descent directions 
- so-called jumps - at bifurcation and turning points of the set of 
generalized critical points ~ of P(t) (in former papers such jumps 
have already been constructed for tha special case that the consid
ered point is an end point of a branch consisting of local minimizers). 
By using these jumps together with pathfollowing methods several 
connected components of ~ can be followed in order to compute so
lution points of P(i) (e.g. statiop.ary points or local minimizers) for 
finitely many parameter values t in a given interval. 
Key words: One-parametric optimization, pathfollowing methods, 
generalized critical points, jumps,' feasible descent direction, generic 
class F by Jongen/Jonker/Twilt 

1. Introduction 

Let Rn be the n- dimensional Euclidean space and Ck(Rn, R), k 2: 1 the space 
of k-times continuously differentiable functions. 
We consider the following nonlinear optimization problem depending on the real 
parameter t : 

P(t) Minimize f(-, t) subject to M(t), 

l) This work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft under grant Gu 
304/1-2 . 
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where the feasible set M(t) is defined by 

M ( t) = {X E Rn I h; (X, t) = 0, i E I, g j (X, t) :S 0, j E J} 

as well as I = {1, ... , m}, m < n, J = { 1, ... , s} and (!, h;, Yi, i E I, j E J) E 
C3 (Rn X R, R)l+m+s. 

Furthermore, let z = (x, t) and Df(z) = (Dxf(z), Dtf(z)) denote the gradi
ent (row vector) and Dxf(z), Dtf(z) the corresponding partial derivatives off 
at z = (x, i). D2 f(z) and D3 f(z) are analogously defined. 
For x EM([) let Jo(z) = {j E Jlgi(z) = 0} be the index set of active inequality 
constraints at z. 
According to the definitions in Jongen, Jonker, Twilt 1986A, 1986B, a point 
z is called a generalized critical point (g.c. point) if x E M([) and the set 
{Dxf(z),Dxh;(z),i E I,Dxgj(z),j E J0(z)} is linearly dependent. ByE we 
denote the set of all generalized critical points. If xis a local minimizer of P(t), 
then (x, t) E E. In Jongen, Jonker, Twilt 1986A, 1986B the c:-open and dense 
subset F C C3 (Rn x R, R) 1+m+s is defined, where c; means the strong (or 
Whitney-) C 3-topology (cf. e.g. Hirsch 1976, Jongen, Jonker, Twilt 1986C). 
Under the assumption 

(f, h;, gj, i E I, j E J) E F (1.1) 

the local structure of E is completely described in Jongen, Jonker, Twilt 1986A, 
1986B by defining five different types of g.c. points, i.e. E can be divided in 
five disjoint sets and every g.c. point is of exactly one of the five Types 1,2,3,4 
and 5. 
For more details on the set F we refer to Jongen, Jonker, Twilt 1986A, 1986B. 

Throughout this paper we assume (1.1). 

A point z E E is called a stationary point if there exist real numbers .\;, 
i E I, J-li 2: 0, j E J0 (z) such that 

i EJ j Elo(z) 

By E8 we denote the set of all stationary points. 
In Guddat, Guerra, Jongen 1990 some concepts and algorithms were presented 
for the computation of an appropriately fine discretization of the interval [0, 1] 
(or another compact parameter interval): 

0 = to < ... < t1 - 1 <: t1 < ... <iN = 1 

and corresponding local minimizers x(t1), I = 1, .. . , N. There, so-called path
following - or continuation - methods have been mainly used. 
When following a branch of local minimizers it may happen that this branch 
has an endpoint w.r.t. the set E1 = {z E E lx is a local minimizer of P(t)}, 
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i.e. a singularity appears. For this reason in Guddat, Guerra, Jongen 1990, 
Guddat , Jongen , Nowack 1988 it was investigated for which singularities one 
can construct a jump to another connected component in I;1. At points of 
Type 2 that are turning points in r;s, at points of Type 3 and in one of two 
possible situations at points of Type 4 jumps have been proposed. Algorithms 
based on these investigations are motivated e.g . by 

(i) solving optimization problems depending naturally on a parameter (e.g. 
time, temperature), cf. e.g. Guddat, Guerra, Jongen 1990, Guddat, 
Romisch, Schultz 1992; 

(ii) the so- called globalization of locally convergent algorithms, cf. e.g. 
Gollmer at al. 1993, Guddat 1987 and global optimization, cf. e.g. Gud
dat , Guerra, Jongen 1990; 

(iii) solving problems in multiobjective optimization, cf. e.g. Guddat, Guerra, 
Nowack 1991, Guddat at al. 1985, in stochastic optimization, cf. e.g. 
Guddat at al. 1985, and in multilevel optimization, cf. e.g. Tammer 
1987. 

The goal of this paper is to generalize these jumps for the same singularities 
in the sets r;s or even I:. Of course, this is an extension in order to find more 
connected components in r;s or I:. 

A motivation for doing this comes from the fact that sometimes (cf. (ii) and (iii)) 
one is interested in following as many connected components of I; (restricted to 
a parameter interval) as possible, cf. e.g. Guddat, Guerra, Jongen 1990, too. 

The paper is organized as follows . In Section 2 we give some preliminary remarks 
and lemmas as well as describe briefly a g.c. point of Type 1. 

In Section 3 we present the jumps and give some concluding remarks. 

2. Auxiliary results 

For our investigations we need the following well- known constraint qualifica
tion . We say that the Linear Independence Constraint Qualification {LICQ) is 
satisfied at x E M(f) if the set {Dxhi(z), i E I , Dxgj(z),j E J0 (z)} is linearly 
independent. 

REMARK 1 Let x E M(f), J C J0 (z ) and the set {Dxh;(z), i E I, Dxgj (z), 
j E J} be linearly independent. Then, the set { z E Rn+l l h;(z) = 0, i E I, 
gj(z) = 0, j E J} is locally in an open neighbourhood of z an (n + 1) - m

ill - dimensional C 3 - manifold {where I . I denotes the cardinality). For local 
investigations in a neighbourhood of z we can restrict ourselves w.l. o.g. (i.e. 

without loss of generality) to this manifold; i.e. to the space Rn+l - m- lj l after 
an appropriate C3 - coordinate transformation and after deleting the constraints 

h; ( z) = 0, i E I, g i ( z) = 0, j E J. 
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In the following lemma let A be an (n, n)-matrix and B an (n, n')-matrix. 
Furthermore, set 

B.l = {x E RniBTx = 0} 

and denote by In(A) = (n(A),p(A), o(A)) the so- called inertia tripel of A, where 
n(A), p(A) resp. o(A) are the number of negative, positive resp . zero eigenvalues 
(with counted multiplicities) of A . Now, let V be a matrix whose columns form 
a basis of B.l. According to Sylvester's law the tripel In(VT A V) is independent 
on the choice of V and, thus, we can define· 

In(AIB.i)::::: In(VT AV) . 

LEMMA. Let the matrices A, B be defined as above and 

E=(:T ~)· 
a) (cf. Ouelette 1981) If A is nonsingular then 

In( E)= In(A) + In(-BT AB). 

b) (Jongen et al. 1987, Theorem 2.1). If rank(B) = n", then 

In(E) = In(AIB.l) + (n", n", n'- n"). 

REMARK 2 Let us recall the notation of K ojima 's strong stability (cf. K ojima 
1980) for an optimization problem having only equality constraints. We consider 
the problem 

(F) Minimize j(y) subject to {yE Rnl h;(y) = 0, i = 1, . . . , m}, 

. where (j, h; , i = 1, .. . , m) E C 2 (Rn, R)l+m as well as a E Rm , et= (a1 , .. . a.n) 
- - m -

and L(y, et).= f(y) + I: et;h;(y). 
i=l 

Now, let 
• y be a g.c. point of (F), 
• (LICQ) be satisfied at y, 
• a;, i = 1, ... ' m be the uniquely determined solutions of DyL(Y , et) = 0 

and 
• B ={yE RfiiDyh;(Y)y = 0}. 

According to K ojima 1980, Theorem 3. 5, y is strongly stable if and only if 

o(D;L(fJ, a)IB) = o. 

Now, we return to our one-parametric problem P(t) and the above men
tioned five types of g.c. points introduced in Jongen, Jonker, Twilt 1986B. 
Define 

L(z, ).., p.) = f(z) + I:>;h;(z) + L P.j9j(z) 
iEI jEJo(z ) 
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with>. E Rm, fl E RIJo(z)l (>.;,flj are the components of A,fl, resp.) as well as 

B(z) = {~ E RniDxh;(z)~ = O,i E I,Dxgj(z)~ = O,j E Jo(z)} 

for x E M(t). 
A g.c. point z is of Type 1 if the following conditions are fulfilled: 

• (LICQ) is satisfied at x EM([). 
• The strong complementarity holds for the uniquely determined solution 

(~, p) of DxL(z, >., ft) = 0, i.e. fli # 0, j E Jo(z). 
• o(D;L(z, ~, p)IB(z)) = 0. 
In Jongen, Jonker, Twilt 1986B the local structure of E in a neighbourhood 

of a g.c. point z of Type 1 is described; the Implicit Functimi Theorem implies 
the existence of an open neighbourhood U(t) of t and uniquely determined 
C 1-functions . 

(x, .\, jJ) : t E U(f) ,__. (x(t), .\(t), {t(t)) E Rn+m+IJo(z)l 

such that (x,\,[l)(t) = (x,~,p) and E is locally in a neighbourhood of z just 
the set {(x(t), t)i t E U(t)}. Thus, a g.c. point of Type 1 is neither a bifurcation 
nor a turning point (w.r.t. t) of E8 orE and, therefore, we are not interested in 
a jump at such a point when using a forward strategy (cf. JUMP I in Guddat, 
Guerra, Jongen 1990). 

3. Jumps 

In this section let z E E. If (LICQ) is satisfied at x E M([) then (~, p) E 
Rm+IJo(z)l denotes the unique solution of DxL(z, >., fl) = 0. . 

The jump at a g.c. point of Type 2 

According to Jongen, Jonker, Twilt 1986B, a g. c. point z of Type 2 has the 
following property: ' · 

(LICQ) is satisfied at x EM([) and l{j E Jo(z)lfli = O}l = 1. (2.1) 

Since the construction of the jumps will be done locally in a neighbourhood of 
z, and having Remark 1 in mind we can presume under (2.1) w.l.o.g. that I= 0 
and J0 (z) = {1}. 
For a further characterization of a g.c. point of Type 2 set 

We know from Jongen, Jonker, Twilt 1986B that in case z is of Type 2, it is 

o(D;f(z)) = o(D;f(z)iB(z)) = 0, (2.2) 
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where B(z) = {~ E Rn i Dxgl(z)~ = 0}. 
By (2.2) and the Implicit Function Theorem there exist an open neighbourhood 
V(i) off and uniquely determined C1-functions 

(X 0 , jJ 
0

, X 1, jJ 
1

) : i E V ( i) E (X 0 
( i), jJ 

0 
( i), X 1 

( i), jJ 
1 

( i)) E Rn X R X Rn X R 

with gradients (x 0 ,jJ. 0 ,x1 ,jJ.l) such that x 0 (i) = x 1(i) = x, JJ 0 (i) = JJ 1 (i) = 0 
and L 0 (x 0 (t) , JJ 0 (t), t) = L1(x 1(t), f.l 1(t), t) = 0 for all t E V(i) . According to 
Jongen, Jonker, Twilt 1986B, z E I: is of Type 2 if the conditions (2.1), (2.2) 
and 

(2.3) 

are fulfilled . Now, let z be of Type 2. By (2.3), it follows that jJ. 0 (i) f. 0 and 
jJ. 1 (i) f. 0. If z E I:• and 

(2.4) 

then, obviously, z is a turning point of the set I:• (Figure 1 illustrates this 
situation for jJ.1 (i) < 0 and jJ. 0 (i) > 0). 

X 

f t 

Fig. 1 

In this case we are interested in a jump if we restrict the application of 
pathfollowing algorithms to the set I:•. So, assume (2.4). Then, from the index 
relations in Jongen, Jonker, .Twilt 1986B, p. 341, resp. the above lemma we 
obtain 

signdet ( D;,f(~) D~gl(z)) f.signdetD;f(Z) resp. 
-Dxgl(z) 0 

Furthermore, the construction yields 

D;J(z)x 0 (i)T 
-Dxgl(z)xo(i)T + jJ. 0 (i) 

+ D~tf(z) = o 
Dtgl(z) = o (2 .6) 
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D~f(Z)x 1 (tf 
-Dxgl(z)x1(i)T 

+ D'}; g1(z)p1(t) + D'};tf(z) = o 
Dtgl(z) = o. 

Now, define x = x0 (i)- x1(f). Obviously, we have fortE V(f): 

r X
0 (t)-x 1 (t) - _.i.:_ 

,~!!} llxo(t)-x'(t)il - llxll 
t<f r X

0 (t)-x 1(t) _ ;,T 

,~!!} ll x 0 (t)-x 1 (t)ll - lfXlf 
t>f 

Formulas (2.6) and (2.7) imply 

as well as, using (2.5), 

From (2.8) and (2.10), it follows that 
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(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.19) 

(2.11) 

is a feasible descent direction w.r.t. P(t), i.e. it can be used for a jump at a g.c. 
point of Type 2 which satisfies (2.4). 

EXAMPLE. Consider the problem 

P(t) Minirry,ize -x2 subject to x - t ::::; 0 

where x E R1 . Obviously, (0,0) is a g.c. point of Type 2 and~·= {(O,t)jt ~ 
0} U {(t, t)jt ~ 0} (cf. Fig 2a). 

Using the above notations, we obtain 

x 0 (t) = 0, x 1(t) = t for t sufficiently small and 

l
. x 0 (t)- x 1(t) 
lm --1 

t-+0 jjx 0 (t) - x1 (t)JJ - · 

After introducing the additional constraint -2- x ::::; 0 we get compact feasible 
sets and by applying then a jump - i.e. a feasible descent direction algorithm 
-we reach the branch of local minimizers {(-2,t)J t ~ -2} (cf. Fig. 2b). 
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X X 

t - 2 t 

- E \ E• / 
- 2 

Fig. 2(a) Fig . 2(b) 

REMARK 3 In order to get an approximation of the descent direction 

l . xo(t) - xl(t) t ~s / // . . hb h d f- . 0 ( ) t~ ll xo(t) - xl(t) ll one can compu e L.J oca y zn a nezg our oo o z - z.e. x t 

and x 1 (t), t near [- by using a pathfollowing algorithm. 
Furthermore, {2.9) and the nonsingularity of D;,f(z) yield a direct formula for 
the direction of x. However, in this latter case we have to compute an inverse 
matrix which can be - especially, if I j 0 and J j 0 - numerically difficult. 

The following proposals of jumps at g.c. points of Type 3 and Type 4.are 
generalizations of the jumps given in Guddat, Jongen, Nowack 1988 which have 
been constructed at end points of branches of local minimizers. 

The jump at a g.c. point of Type 3. 
Following Jongen, Jonker, Twilt 1986B, a g.c. point z of Type 3 has 

the following property: 

(LICQ) is satisfied at x E M(t) and l{j E Jo(z)IPi = O} l = 0. (3.1) 

By Remark 1, we presume under (3.1) w.l.o.g. that I = J0(z) = 0. A g.c. point 
z is of Type 3 if (3.1) is fulfilled and if z is a strongly stable g.c. point of the 
problem 

Minimize !f'(z) subject to {z E.Rn+ 11Dxf(z) = 0} (3.2) 

at which (LICQ) is satisfied, where !f'(z) = t . Now, let z be of Type 3. Then, 
z is either a local minimizer (cf. Fig. 3(a)) or a local maximizer o_f (3.2). By 
(LICQ) as well as the strong stability of z w.r .t. (3.2) and the above mentioned 
lemma, the following conditions are fulfilled: 

• The feasible set of (3.2) is locally in a neighbourhood of z a one-dimensional 
C1-manifold a~d 
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• for the uniquely - up to sign and multiple - determined tangent vector 
(v, 0) E Rn x R of this manifold at the point z we have D;,f(z)v = 0, 
vT(D~f(z)v) v # 0. 

Thus, v or -v (for a fixed chosen v) is a (feasible) "cubic" descent direction 
w.r.t. P(l) and can be used for a jump (cf. Fig. 3(b)). Obviously, v can be 
described in an analogous way to (2.11). 

X X 

l= -v 
c 

t t 

Fig. 3(a) Fig. 3(b) 

The jump at a g. c. point of Type 4 

We know from Jongen, Jonker, Twilt 1986B, that a point z E I; of Type 4 
fulfills the following conditions: 

• 1 + III + llo(z) l :S n 
• dimB(z) = n- Ill- llo(z)l + 1(where dim denotes 

the dimension), i.e. there exist uniquely- up to a common 
multiple - determined numbers ~i, i E I, {Lj, j E J 0 ( z) 
satisfying I:l~il+ L IPii >O and (4.1) 

iEI j EJo(z) 

I: ~iDxhi(z) + I: {LjDxgj(z) = 0. 
iEI j EJ0 (z) 

• If J0 (z) # 0, we have Pi # 0, j E lo(z) where j}.j, j E Jo(z) 
are chosen as above. 

Considering Remark 1 again, we presume w.l.o.g. under (4.1) that I= 0, 
J0 (z) = {1} and Dxg1(z) = 0. A g.c. point z is of Type 4 if (4.1) is fulfilled and 
((3, z) = (0 , z) - with (3 ER - is a strongly stable g.c. point of the problem 

Minimize cp((3, z) subject to ((3, z) E M ( 4.2) 

at which (LICQ) is satisfied, where cp((3, z) = t and M = {((3, z) E Rn+ 2
1 

f3Dxf(z) + Dxgl(z) = 0, g1(z) = 0}. Now, let z be of Type 4. The strong 
stability and (LICQ) imply that · (0, z) is either a local minimizer or a local 
maximizer of ( 4.2) and, furthermore, that there exists a neighbourhood W(O) 
of (3 = 0 as well as a uniquely determined C1-function 

z: (3 E W(O) f--+ z((3)(= (x((3), t((3))) 
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having the following properties: 

• z(O) = z 
• (Df3f(z(f3)) =)Dxf(z)iz=i(.B)i:((3) :f. 0 for all (3 E W(O) 
• E is - locally in a neighbourhood of z- just the set {Z(f3) lf3 E W(O)} and, 

by the latter property, for increasing (3 the function f is either increasing 
or decreasing along E. 

From the index relations Jongen, Jonker, Twilt 1986B, p. 347, formula (47), we 
obtain that - after a possible shrinking of W(O) -

• for all (3 E W(0)\{0} at z = z(f3): 
1 

o(D;f(z) + /3D;g1(z)IB(z)) = 0; 

• for arbitrarily chosen fJ1 E W(O), fJ1 < 0 and fJ2 E W(O), fJ2 > 0: 
1 1 

n(D;f(z1) + (3
1 

D;g1(z1)IB(z1)) = p(D;f(z2) + (3
2 

D;g1(z2)IB(z2)), 

where z1 = z(f3i), z2 = z(f32)· 

In Guddat, Jongen, Nowack 1988 the case of {Z(f3)if3 > 0, (3 E W(O)} C E 1 

is investigated (i.e. x((3) is a local minimizer of P(t((3)) and n(D;f(z(f3)) + 
~D;g1 (z(f3))1B(z(f3))) = 0 for (3 > 0, (3 E W(O)) . They distinguished two 
possibilities: 

If Dxf(z)i(O) < 0, i.e. f is decreasing for increasing (3, the corresponding con
nected component of M(t) shrinks for t --+ f to a point. Therefore, there exists 
no jump to another connected component of E. 

If Dxf(z)i:(O) > 0, then for every (3 < 0, (3 E W(O) the point x((3) is no local 

minimizer of P(t(f3)) and, hence, there exists a feasible descent direction w.r.t 
P(t((3)) at x((3) (note, that M(t(f3)) is locally in a neighbourhood of x(f3) a 
topological manifold, since (LICQ) is satisfied at x(f3)) and a corresponding 
descent algorithm will not reach the other branch {Z(f3)1f3 > 0, (3 E W(O)}. 

The latter argument can also be used in the following case: Assume now, that 
x((3) is no local minimizer of P(t((3)) for all t E W(0)\{0}. 

If Dxf(Z)i(O) < 0 (resp. > 0) then for every /3 > 0, /3 E W(O) (resp. /3 < 0, 
/3E W(O)) there exists a feasible "quadratic" descent direction~ w.r.t . P(t(/3)) 
at x(/3) - satisfying e[D_;f(z(/3)) + ~D_;g1(z(/3))]~ < 0, Dxg1(z(/3))~ ~ 0-
and a corresponding descent algorithm will not reach the other branch { z((3) lf3 < 
0, (3 E W(O)}, cf. Fig. 4 (resp. {Z(f3)1f3 > 0, (3 E W(O)} ). So, we always have a 
jump in an arbitrarily small chosen neighbourhood of a g. c. point z of Type 4, 
if z is not an endpoint of a branch consisting of local minimizers. 
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X 

x(~) 
__ ,)J 

Fig. 4 

Concluding Remarks 

f3 increases 

f decreases 
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REMARK 4 As already mentioned in Guddat, Guerra, Jongen 1990, there is no 
proposal for a jump at a g. c. point of Type 5 being a turning point of E. 

REMARK 5 The used characterizations of g. c. points of the Types 2, 3 and 4 are 
different - but, of course, equivalent - to the original definitions in J ongen, 
J onker, Twilt 1986B. Our characterizations and their equivalence to the original 
ones have been pu blish ed in Riickmann 1988. 

REMARK 6 Recall, that we assumed (1.1). In Riickmann, Tammer 1992, we 
proposed a perturbation of the nonlinear one-parametric problem P(t) in order 
to ensure, that the function vector of the perturbed problem belongs to :F. We 
proved, that for fixed(!, h;, gj, i E I, j E J) E C 3 (Rn +l , R)l+m+s every Lebesgue 
measurable subset of 

, 1, ... , m+s,c, 1, ... , m+ s 
{ 

(Ab b d d ) E R~n(n+1)+n(m+s+1)+m+sl } 

has the Lebesgue measure zero, where A E R~n(n+l) (R~n(n+l) is the space of 

symmetric real (n, n) - matrices), bi ERn, i = 1, ... , m+ s, c ERn and diE R, 

i= 1, ... ,m+s. 
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